While data provenance is a well-studied topic in both database and workflow systems, its support within stream processing systems presents a new set of challenges. Part of the challenge is the high stream event rate and the low processing latency requirements imposed by many streaming applications. For example, emerging streaming applications in healthcare or finance call for data provenance, as illustrated in the Century stream processing infrastructure that we are building for supporting online healthcare analytics. At anytime, given an output data element (e.g., a medical alert) generated by Century, the system must be able to retrieve the input and intermediate data elements that led to its generation. In this paper, we describe the requirements behind our initial implementation of Century's provenance subsystem. We then analyze its strengths and limitations and propose a new provenance architecture to address some of these limitations. The paper also includes a discussion on the open challenges in this area.
Introduction
To enable an emerging class of cyber-physical computing applications, several stream computing platforms and middleware have been developed (e.g., Aurora [1] , SPC [2] ) to provide scalable, high throughput processing of sensor-generated data streams. In such systems, the arriving data are essentially ephemeral; to support low-latency processing of the data streams, stream operators perform only one pass over the arriving data, which are then typically discarded. In turn, this typically limits the forms of provenance in these systems to process provenance, i.e., determining which stream operators contributed to the generation of a particular data item.
Remote health monitoring represents an extremely important application domain for stream computing. To enable automated near-real time analysis of high volumes of medical sensor streams, we have been building, over the past year, an infrastructure, called Century [3] , that permits the scalable deployment of online medical analytics. Stream analysis in the medical domain requires the Century infrastructure to support both process and data provenance, to support capabilities such as "offline dependency analysis" or "historical data replay". From a technical standpoint, data provenance imposes a novel challenge in data streaming systems, that of stream persistence [10, 12] . At any point in time, given an output (e.g., a medical alert) generated by a stream processing graph, the Century Provenance system must not only recreate the processing graph that created the output, but also provide all the elements of the intermediate data streams that generated it. A data provenance solution for streams faces a couple of challenges:
-It must preserve the high processing throughput of the infrastructure, implying that the provenance solution cannot introduce significant additional processing overhead for every individual stream data element. -It must not impose a prohibitive storage load, both in terms of the volume of data, as well as the insertion rate of data items requiring storage.
To support data provenance for such high throughput environments, we have previously introduced a model-based provenance solution, called Time-Value-Centric (TVC) provenance [17] , which uses an explicit specification of the dependency relationship between input and output streams at every node (hereafter called a Processing Element or PE) in the processing graph. The notion of data provenance, involving the identification of multiple stream elements at upstream PEs belonging to a processing graph, is graphically illustrated in Figure 1 .
This paper first describes some challenges with data provenance, based on our initial experiences with a TVC-based provenance solution for Century. The TVC approach does result in lower processing overhead, compared to the conventional annotation approach (which would require every element of every data stream to carry along a much longer set of stream elements as metadata). However, our experience reveals two new challenges for a pure model-based approach:
-Fundamentally, it has to contend with the increased storage insert rate that results from the need to persist the individual elements of every data stream occurring within a stream processing graph. -The provenance model must reconcile and track potential discrepancies between the granularity at which stream data are produced and consumed by PEs within a processing graph. This discrepancy surfaces in extensible stream computing systems, where the data is not strongly typed, where the set of operators (PEs) is not closed and where different PEs choose to consume data at different granularities.
While both of these features need to be addressed, the issue of much larger stream storage rates is fundamentally more challenging and requires a change in the basic provenance model. The need to store both external and intermediate streams will impose an infeasibly high workload on commercial database systems. Accordingly, we shall propose a new hybrid provenance architecture, called Composite Modeling with Intermediate Replay (CMIR) that solves the problem of stream persistence by defining TVC-style dependency relationships only over a set of PEs (rather than at each individual PE) and by using data replay to recreate the data elements of streams internal to the PE set. We shall also discuss a set of open challenges and issues, with a goal of soliciting new approaches from the provenance community for tackling these challenges.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the basic TVC primitives and their use in a representative analytic application, and then introduces two observed challenges. Section 3 introduces the suggested CMIR model for data provenance in stream computing platforms, and then describes the related technical challenges. Section 4 describes our current solution for resolving the granularity mismatch between output and input data elements. Section 5 then surveys prior relevant work and the paper concludes in Section 6 with a summary of the main points.
The TVC Model for Century and Resulting Limitations
The TVC model [17] specifies a set of primitives that are used to define a causative relationship between the data elements generated at the output port of a PE and the data elements arriving at its input ports. The TVC model differs from conventional annotation-based approaches for data provenance, which would need to embed a potentially large set of input data identifiers as metadata in every output data element (owing to the statefulness of stream operators, which implies that each output may be influenced by a large number of input data samples). TVC exploits the observation that the input-output dependencies for most PEs can be specified in terms of some invariantswhile each output data element may have a variable set of causative input elements, this set may be indirectly determined through the application of these invariant primitives.
The TVC model supports the following primitives for dependency specification:
-Time: This primitive captures dependencies where an output data element is generated based on a past time window of past input data elements. For example, the notation O m1 (t) ← I n1 (t − 10, t − 2) indicates that an output element generated at a time t = 80 on output port m1 depends only on those input elements that were timestamped with values in the interval (70, 78), on input port n1. A TVC dependency relationship may be composed by arbitrary conjunctions and disjunctions of these basic primitives. Moreover, for significantly enhanced expressiveness, the specifications allow each TVC term to specify a combination of (time, sequence, value) triples. Each element of such a triple has a unique 'order' term, which defines an evaluation order for these primitives, with the output sub-stream of a lower order primitive acting as the input stream for a higher order primitive. As an example, the dependency relation O 45 (t) ← I 97 {(t−1d, t, order = 2), (systolic > 130, order = 1)} implies that the causative set for an output element of port 45 may be reconstructed by first obtaining the sub-stream of input elements on port 97 that have 'systolic > 130' and then picking all the elements of this sub-stream that have been received in the last day. Figure 2 shows the specification of TVC primitives in a sample processing graph in Century. RetrieveCausativeData(Event e) { ts= e.Timestamp; oport= e.phyOutputPort {PE, logOutPort}= lookupDynamic(oport); // find the logical (PE,port) pair tvcT erms = lookupT V C(P E, logOutP ort); // find statically specified TVC terms for (i ∈ InputP orts) { dataElements= retrieveElements(i); // retrieve incoming data elements / * use TVC to identify the causative subset * / causativeInput= filter(tvcTerms, dataElements); causList.add(causativeInput); } return causList; }
Fig. 3. Data Provenance Reconstruction Algorithm
Assuming that all elements of all data streams are persisted, deriving the set of input causative data sample is a fairly straightforward process captured by the simple high level pseudo-code in Figure 3 . Recursive application of this pseudo-code enables the reconstruction of data dependencies at progressively upstream points in the processing graph.
Challenges in the Practical Application of Model-Based Provenance
Applying the generic TVC description above to an actual stream computing environment, however, gives rise to two practical challenges:
-Intermediate Stream Persistence and the Resulting Storage Load: Streaming systems supporting data provenance require the data elements of each stream to be persisted. The TVC framework is no exception. Let O m , I n denote the stream flowing between output port m and input port n. To reconstruct the entire data provenance along the entire path for ECG in Figure 2 , the system must store both the incoming ECG pair P E 1 and P E 2 of PEs where the output of P E 1 results in a stream that is one of the input streams of P E 2 . In loosely-typed or extensible systems, it is entirely possible that the granularity at which P E 2 consumes streaming elements differs from the granularity at which P E 1 generates streaming elements. This difference may occur for two distinct reasons:
• The 'data type' of the elements produced by P E 1 and those consumed by P E 2 need not be identical. In many systems that permit type extensions and inheritance (e.g., Tribeca [14] ), and where stream bindings are based upon type-based subscriptions (e.g., SPC [2] ), downstream PEs may bind to any output PE that produces the specific data type or its super-type (i.e., the consumed data is only part of the produced data element.) In most cases, the child PE merely consumes a sub-set of the data elements produced by a parent PE. As an example, P E 1 may be producing a person's 'vitalsigns' data type (which contains the elemental types: blood pressure (BP), heart rate and SpO2), while P E 2 may be using only the BP values; data reconstruction for a provenance query should then expose only the BP data. • P E 1 may package multiple elements of a given data type into a single, larger transport element (T E), as this promotes more efficient transport of data within the processing runtime, by amortizing the transport-layer overhead over multiple data elements 1 , especially when an individual data element may correspond to a sample of only a few bits. Figure 4 illustrates this for ECG signals that are collected in variable-sized TEs. This results in a potential incompatibility between the units of data produced by P E 1 and the unit of data consumed by P E 2 . As an example of this, P E 1 may be an ECG PE that produces TEs containing a variable number of ECG 'samples', while P E 2 is a QRS detector PE that produces a QRS value based on the ECG samples in the last 60 seconds. Let's assume that P E 2 assumes an input rate of 1 TE (comprising 5 ECG samples) every 5 seconds, and therefore 12 TEs are used. Then, the TVC rule O(t) ← I(i − 12, i) captures the provenance of QRS outputs in P E 2 . What if we replace P E 1 with a P E 1 that uses a different rate, generating, say, one TE (comprising 1 sample) every 1 sec? How does this innocent change affect provenance? It is not hard to see that our TVC rule would now need to change to O(t) ← I(i − 60, i)! Ideally, the provenance design should allow the TVC relationship specification to remain invariant of the specific granularity at which the data elements arrive at its input ports (as different 'parent' PEs can provide varying transport encapsulations of the data elements).
The above examples demonstrate that, in terms of data provenance, it does not suffice to focus our attention solely on models that describe the output/input dependencies within a single PE. Additional techniques are needed to capture the discrepancies that might arise between the units in which the data is produced by the parent PE and in which the data is consumed by the receiving PE.
Looking towards the Future: The CMIR Data Provenance Framework
We now propose a novel approach to provenance for stream-based environments that preserves the explicit model-based dependency specification of the TVC approach, yet does not require the persistence of all intermediate streams (but perhaps, only a smaller set of streams). The new approach, called Composite Modeling With Intermediate Replay (CMIR), aggregates a cluster of PEs into a virtual PE, such that only streams that act as either input to or are output by the virtual PE are persisted. Moreover, the TVC relationships are then defined in terms of the output and input streams of the virtual PE, thus enabling the set of causative elements of input streams (of the virtual PE) to be determined for any given output stream element. The individual 'real' PEs, and their associated bindings, within such a virtual PE, are opaque to this model-based provenance framework, which treats the virtual PE as a 'black box'. The greater the size of the cluster, the smaller the number of streams that become 'external' to the virtual PE, thereby reducing the storage burden. Figure 5 illustrates the concept of CMIRbased provenance-in this case, the provenance relationships are captured over the output and input streams of P E V 1 , a virtual PE defined by aggregating the 'real' PEs,
The process of virtualizing a group of PEs must also be supplemented by a mechanism that recreates, on-demand, the streams internal to the virtual PE, since data provenance inherently demands the reconstruction of data elements along the entire path of a specific processing graph. Our approach for this involves the use of a replay mechanism. To achieve this, one firstly requires the knowledge of the internal structure of the virtual PE, including the various real PE instances and the associated stream bindings. The dynamic provenance information must be extended to capture the association between the virtual PEs and the 'real' PEs.
The bigger challenge arises from the potential statefulness of the real PEs; such statefulness implies that the set of output stream objects produced by a PE will depend not only on its fixed processing logic, but also its current internal or external state. For CMIR, each individual PE must be provenance-aware-i.e., it must be responsible for checkpointing its internal state to the provenance store, and, conversely, for recreating its internal state based on such retrieved historical data. In the TVC model, the state of each individual PE is captured in provenance metadata externalized to the provenance infrastructure (typically, by annotating the state within the output stream elements). However, in the CMIR model, PEs internal to a virtual PE are not externalizing that metadata, so relevant state must be externalized in this way. In addition to such checkpointing, a CMIR based provenance system must also have a Replay component that dynamically instantiates, within the runtime, the set of PEs (along with their corresponding state evolution) corresponding to a virtual PE.
Challenges in CMIR-Based Provenance System Design
While the application of a CMIR-based solution for Century is still in its initial design phase, we are already aware of a few challenges that we must address. In particular, two very interesting open challenges are:
-Models for Persisting State: To support accurate replay of a PE's internal logic, the CMIR framework requires the persistence of the PE's internal state. Our initial thoughts are to have the provenance system treat this 'state information' as an opaque byte-stream, implying that each PE has the freedom to generate its own custom representation of its own state. It is, however, likely that the state information of the vast majority of PEs is likely to contain some common objects (examples of such likely state objects include command line arguments, the PE's load, the IDs of the individuals whose streams are being monitored, etc.); in such a situation, it may be worthwhile to define a more structured format for the object state. Moreover, it may also be desirable that this state representation lend itself easily to partial changes (as state change is often incremental), thereby allowing a PE to express its evolving state to the Provenance storage infrastructure in a more efficient fashion. The issue of appropriate representation formats for such state information, which balance efficient storage and easy reconstruction, appears to be an open research question.
-Techniques for Composing Provenance Dependencies: The use of virtual PEs within the CMIR framework implies the need for the system to be aware of the output-input dependency relationships at the virtual PE-level. Virtual PEs are, however, merely a runtime artifact of the provenance system; the basic TVC-style relationships will continue to be expressed for each individual PE (as individual PE developers shall specify the dependency logic of only their authored PEs). The provenance system must thus programmatically cascade the TVC relationships of individual PEs to derive the 'macro' dependency relationships of the virtual PE. An interesting question that arises here relates to what types of dependencies are composable and what aren't. As a simple example, a time interval-based dependency primitive is composable in a fairly-straightforward fashion. If P E 1 has a time based relationship O 11 (t) ← I 11 (t − 10, t) and P E 2 has also a timed based relationship O 21 (t) ← I 21 (t − 5, t), then as shown in Figure 5 the composed rule for the virtual PE P E v1 is O 21 (t) ← I 11 (t − 15, t) . However, other primitives of the basic TVC model do not lend themselves to such relationship cascading. For example, if P E 2 has a value-dependent relationship, such that O 21 (t) depends on the last 10 values generated by P E 1 with 'attr1 > 10', while P E 1 has the same time based relationship as before, then the input-output relationship of the virtual PE can no longer be expressed using the primitives of the basic TVC model.
This example illustrates the central role that the choice of primitives in the dependency model have on the feasibility of deriving dependency relationships for the virtual PEs. Accordingly, we need to develop an enhanced composable provenance dependency model, such that its primitives, while being adequate expressive, are 'closed' (in set-theoretic terms) under the operation of cascading. The issue of cascading is further complicated by the fact that, in many applications and scenarios, provenance is not used simply for backward reconstruction of data elements in a processing graph, but for forward reconstruction as well. As an example based on our own experiences with Century, a medical stakeholder who detects a faulty 'arrhythmia' analysis for a given patient may need to look 'downstream' and cleanse the system of faulty alerts generated as a result of this incorrect intermediate value.
To support such 'forward provenance' semantics, the primitives of the provenance specification language must also be reversible (even if they are not very precise). Overall, we believe that the development of a set of expressive provenance primitives, with the necessary composable and reversible properties, constitutes an important open problem for stream-based provenance.
Resolving Granularity Differences between Stream Data Producers and Consumers
In Section 2, we illustrated how discrepancies in the granularity of stream elements produced by PEs, and the elements consumed by other PEs, directly influence our ability to accurately apply model-based provenance across PEs. One alternative to address this problem has already being hinted in Section 2. Instead of associating a single TVC rule for a particular P E, one can associate a set of rules, one for each output stream granularity (of the parent PE) that is known a priori. Unfortunately, this is a bad design choice for extensible stream systems, where new PEs, data types or stream encapsulations (containing the data type desired by a consuming PE) may become part of the stream computing infrastructure at any point; in such systems, the behavior of potential suppliers of specific data types cannot be predicted at PE design time. There are two other alternative, and better, design choices available:
-We may require the data types (and super-type) definitions to be externalized in a global type repository, with stream consumption by PEs being rigidly enforced to observe such type definitions. In such a system, a PE must indicate the exact data type, say DT c , that it consumes on any input port, and the runtime must then ensure that this particular PE is able to receive only that exact data (i.e., for a parent PE that generates data elements belonging to data type DT s that is a super-type of DT c , the runtime must eliminate all extraneous data attributes and fields in DT s , before making only DT c available to the consuming PE). Such a strongly-typed system may become cumbersome for an open and extensible streaming infrastructure, where different organizations may define their own PEs, each of which may utilize multiple elements/fields within, or straddling different, data 'types'. -Alternately, we can require the specification of a separate set of 'mapping functions' that perform the conversion between data elements of an output port and the data elements consumed by an input port. For flexibility, such mapping functions must be user-definable, thus supporting arbitrary mappings. Each stream binding (i.e., output, input) port combination is associated with one such function. Conceptually, such a mapping can itself be viewed as a TVC-style dependency rule, applied to an 'invisible PE' that simply transforms the data output by the stream's source to the data elements consumed by the stream's sink. This mapping function captures the discrepancy arising out of either inexact matches between the data 'types' or different TE encapsulations at the transport layer.
Either approach allows us to separate the TVC provenance logic (which uniquely captures the internal data dependencies of an individual PE) from the data element conversion logic (which is a function of the data formats and encapsulation, rather than a PE's processing logic). However, an implementation of either approach must choose between proactive vs. reactive conversion: the mapping from output to input element granularity may be performed either proactively (when elements are transported within the runtime) or reactively (in response to data provenance queries). Both approaches involve tradeoffs between the processing load and the resulting complexity of the data storage system, and thus require further investigation.
Granularity Resolution in Current Century Implementation
Century's current implementation is based on the second solution, namely the use of 'mapping functions' that convert output elements transported by the SPC runtime to input elements consumed by downstream PEs. In SPC, data is transported within the runtime in units known as Stream Data Objects (SDOs)-each SDO thus corresponds to a single T E. The provenance (TVC) specifications are themselves defined in terms of the elements (which we call Stream Elements (SEs)) consumed by a PE. Note that an individual SDO can contain both multiple elements of the same type (e.g., a batch of ECG samples) or elements belonging to different data types (e.g., carry both 'QRS', 'ECG' and 'BP' data in the same SDO). Figure 6 shows the resulting component level architecture of Century's current provenance architecture design. To provide the needed SDO→SE conversion, Century currently requires the use of developer-specified 'conversion classes', stored in the class store.
Related Work
Provenance support for workflow-based systems has been investigated relatively recently, primarily in the context of scientific workflows. The Karma provenance framework [11] uses a publish-subscribe architecture for capturing and propagating process and data provenance for data-centric workflows in computational grids. Similarly, the PreServ provenance solution [9] provides a service for explicitly documenting and storing the process provenance in scientific experiments. More recently, the CoMaD provenance framework [4] for scientific applications presented an annotation-based approach reduces the volume of provenance information recorded for a workflow, by allowing provenance annotations on collections to cascade to child elements. All of these approaches involve explicit provenance annotations and are thus geared towards transactional systems, where events between workflow components have a much lower rate.
Data provenance has been explored more actively in the context of databases. The overview paper [15] classifies existing works into two categories, namely, the annotation [8, 13] vs. the non-annotation [6] approaches, based on whether, or not, additional meta-data are required to compute the provenance of data. The data provenance problem without the use of annotations has also been studied by Cui et al. [7] , Buneman et al. [5] , and Widom [18] . However, none of the works mentioned here considers streaming environments or the associated scalability issues.
The relatively limited work on scalable provenance for stream-oriented computing systems includes an efficient process provenance solution in [16] , which focuses on identifying and storing dependencies among streams (by encoding, as a tree, the IDs of ancestor streams of a derived stream), rather than the data dependencies for individual stream elements. Our earlier work in [17] was one of the first to explore a model-based solution for data provenance in stream computing platforms.
Conclusions
We have described the initial implementation of a model-based data provenance solution (using TVC primitives) within Century, an extensible, high-performance stream processing system we are building to support online health analytics over medical sensor streams. While a TVC based approach incurs much lower overhead than annotationbased approaches, its scalability is limited by the resulting need to store elements of all data streams in persistent storage. To overcome this practical limitation, we proposed a new provenance architecture, called CMIR, which implements model-based provenance over PE clusters, and uses data replay to recreate stream elements within the cluster. To support CMIR, the Provenance system has to implement new functions such as state persistence and recovery, cascaded replay of data streams and automated composition of provenance specifications for virtual PEs. This architecture also requires technical innovations for a) creating useful provenance primitives that are cascadable and reversible, and b) for mediating differences in the granularity of production and consumption of data stream elements. We are addressing these challenges in ongoing work.
